SITE NAME: Alejandro de Humboldt National Park

DATE OF INSCRIPTION: 16th December 2001

STATE PARTY: CUBA

CRITERIA: N (ii)(iv)

DECISION OF THE WORLD HERITAGE COMMITTEE:
Excerpt from the Report of the 25th Session of the World Heritage Committee

The Committee inscribed Alejandro de Humboldt National Park on the World Heritage List under natural criteria (ii) and (iv):

Criterion (ii): The size, altitudinal diversity, complex lithologies, and landform diversity of Alejandro de Humboldt National Park have resulted in a range of ecosystems and species unmatched in the Insular Caribbean. It was a Miocene-Pleistocene refuge site, particularly in the glacial eras, for the Caribbean biota. The fresh water rivers that flow off the peaks of the park are some of the largest in the insular Caribbean and because of this have high freshwater biological diversity. Because of the serpentinite, peridotite, karst and pseudokarst geology of the region, the park is an excellent example of ongoing processes in the evolution of species and communities on underlying rocks that pose special challenges to plant survival.

Criterion (iv): Alejandro de Humboldt National Park contains the most important and significant natural habitats for in-situ conservation of terrestrial biological diversity in the entire insular Caribbean. It contains 16 of 28 plant formations defined for Cuba, the largest island in the Caribbean, which is a unique biogeographic province. It is one of the most important sites for conservation of endemic flora in the entire Western Hemisphere - nearly 70% of the 1,302 spermatophytes already described, of an estimated total of 1,800-2,000, are endemic to the park. The park is one of the most biologically diverse terrestrial tropical ecosystems in an island setting anywhere on earth. Endemism rates for vertebrates and invertebrates found in the park are also very high. Many of these are threatened because of their small range. Because of their uniqueness and the fact that they represent unique evolutionary processes, they are of outstanding universal value from the point of view of science and conservation.

The Committee requested that the management plan be finalized within a timeframe of 12 months and be sent to the World Heritage Centre in three copies.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS
Complex geology and varied topography have given rise to a diversity of ecosystems and species unmatched in the insular Caribbean and created one of the most biologically diverse tropical island sites on earth. Many of the underlying rocks are toxic to plants so species have had to adapt to survive in these hostile conditions. This unique process of evolution has resulted in the development of many new species and the park is one of the most important sites in the Western Hemisphere for the conservation of endemic flora. Endemism of vertebrates and invertebrates is also very high.
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1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE GOOD

a) **Country:** Republic of Cuba

b) **Provinces:** Guantánamo and Holguín

c) **Name:** Alejandro de Humboldt National Park

d) **Accurate location in a map and geographic coordinates:**

   X: 75 ° 10' 22" - 74 ° 38' 32' E  
   Y: 20 ° 22' 14" - 20 ° 35' 34' E

e) **Maps:**

   See Annexes 1 and 2

f) **Extension**

The Park sectors approved (Cupeyal del Norte – Ojito de Agua and Jaguaní) extend for 32 560 ha (26 370ha and 6 190 ha respectively). Including terrestrial and marine areas in the process of approval, the whole Park comprises 66 700 ha of land and 2 641 ha of water totaling 69 341 ha. The buffer zone extends for 34 330 ha.

1. JUSTIFICATION OF THE REGISTRATION

a) **Declaration of values**

   Alejandro de Humboldt National Park is the most important strictly protected area (Cat. I-IV IUCN) in Cuba as far as biodiversity is concerned. This area stands out not only because it has the highest richness and endemism in the country but also because it is currently the representative of the highest remnant of preserved mountain ecosystems in Cuba. Its most relevant characteristics can be summarized as follows:

I. It has the highest levels of biodiversity and endemism in the West Indies and has one of the highest levels of endemism at world level

II. It is one of the main evolutionary centers as well as a biogeographic bridge and a Miocene-Pleistocene refuge site (mainly in the Glacial period) of the Caribbean and the American biota.

III. It is one of the most extensive and well-preserved mountainous ecosystems remaining in the West Indies region.
IV. It is a representative example of the combination of neo-tectonic evolution under conditions of sea shelf development on old structures resulting from island arcs (Oligocene-Quaternary) with a foundation of transformed oceanic crusts (ophites) that have led to the formation of planation surfaces and weathering crusts that are one of the major exponents of their type at world level.

V. It is a representative world example of the development of karstic forms and systems (“pseudokarst”) on non-carbonated lithologies.

VI. It is one of the best and most complete representatives of the tropical, insular, wet rain forests of the Neotropics.

VII. It is a representative world example of plant formations with an azonal character (wet forests and shrubs on peridotites and serpentines).

VIII. It shelters important (sometimes unique) populations of threatened species of flora and fauna among which, due to their threat degree or importance at world level, we can mention the Ivory Billed Woodpecker (*Campephilus principalis bairdi*), the Cuban Kite (*Chondrohierax wilsoni*), the Cuban Solenodon (*Solenodon cubanus*), the Cuban parrot (*Amazona leucocephala*), the Cuban parakeet (*Aratinga euops*), the Caribbean manatee (*Trichechus manatus manatus*), the Painted Snail (*Polymita picta*), the Dracena (*Dracaena cubensis*), the Podocarpus (*Podocarpus ekmani*), etc.

IX. It is the habitat of three of the smallest vertebrate species in the world.

X. The conjunction of mountains with well-preserved broad leafed forests and pine woods, clear-water rivers, ponds and cascades in a rainy and cool weather — typical of this National Park — constitutes one of the most remarkable and contemplative sceneries of the Cuban nature.

XI. Alejandro de Humboldt National Park has enough territory and conservation degree to guarantee the lasting functioning of the vital ecological processes as well as the survival of the species living there.

b) Comparative analysis as to the conservation status of similar goods:

This Park has conservation degrees and endemism figures comparable only to those territories or countries considered the most important ones at world level (Hot Spots) such as the serpentine areas in New Caledonia, which are broadly excelled by this Park with regard to fauna. These serpentine areas are frequently compared with Alejandro de Humboldt National Park due to their geological and geomorphological similitude. After analyzing the different groups included in WCMC, 1992, we can state that this Park excels Hot Spots such as the Mountains to the east of Tanzania, southwestern Sri Lanka, and southwestern Ivory Coast (concerning endemic higher plants); southwestern Australia, eastern Himalaya, the Malaysia Peninsula, the Flora Province of California and others (regarding endemic reptiles). As to the different islands analyzed in WCMC, only New Caledonia and the Hispaniola have more endemic plants than this National Park, while no
site in the Hispaniola has plant endemism levels and conservation degrees comparable to those of Alejandro de Humboldt National Park. The other islands of the world have less plant endemism, the ones with plant endemism closer to the Cuban National Park are Jamaica, Taiwan, Hawaii and Fiji. Regarding almost all fauna groups, there are no islands with endemism levels like those of this National Park, except some fauna groups in the islands of Papua New Guinea, New Zealand, Solomon Islands, and Fiji.

c) Authenticity / Integrity

Due to the characteristics of this National Park, there is no proliferation of naturalized species in its territory. Plant species introduced in our country such as some gramineous plants have not succeeded in the Park as they develop only in areas previously disturbed by man. Within the Park area, areas disturbed by man are located only in small tracts in the peripheral zones or in very little patches, and there is no possibility of expansion because of the high compactness degree of the natural vegetation and the ecosystem maturity. In some human settled areas of the Park, there are some crops and small plantations of domesticated plants, which occupy only small land portions and are not a threat. Other species such as the Beechwood (Casuarina equisetifolia) affect small tracts of the coast; nevertheless, they are small populations and their expansion is restricted to the coastline. The authenticity of the Park ecosystems is expressed mainly by the presence of huge blocks of undisturbed original vegetation. In the case of fauna, some domestic species have turned naturalized, specifically the dog (Canis familiaris), the cat (Felis catus) and the pig (Sus scophra). Though having negative effects on the autochthonous fauna, the aforementioned species are concentrated in zones near human settlements and are not abundant in the more natural areas. On the other hand, relief conditions prevent these species from having access to many places that therefore have an integral composition of fauna and flora communities. Species such as the Small Indian Mongoose (Herpestes auropunctata) — one of the most harmful predators introduced in the West Indies and other regions of the world — have not practically invaded the areas of the National Park so they are not a threat to the integrity of its fauna communities.

Current activities such as crops for subsistence, chromium underground mining, and logging are taking place in well located places (around villages) or in the Park periphery, so their influence does not significantly affect the Park integrity. In general, there are no forms of incompatible management in the Park. The ecosystem naturalness of this site as well as its dimensions make it the most integral mountainous ecosystem in Cuba.

d) Criteria underlying the registration proposal (and justification of the registration according to these criteria).

Natural Heritage:

- Natural habitats and biodiversity: This Park has endemism and biodiversity levels that are the highest in the West Indies and rank with the most outstanding ones at world level.
- Ecological processes: This Park is both an ancient evolutionary center for the Caribbean biota and a Pleistocene refuge for the American migrations, and it has allowed for wide diversification and irradiation of flora and fauna species.

- Outstanding natural phenomena and beauty: This Park has most developed forms of karstic relief (pseudokarst) on ultrabasic rocks, which is a very rare phenomenon at world level, even on other non-carbonated lithologies. The Park sceneries are remarkably beautiful.

- Ecological evolution: This Park has planation surfaces and weathering crusts that rank with the best exponents of their type in the world and represent the combination of different styles of geological evolution.

2. DESCRIPTION

a) Description of the good

Cuba is the most important territory for biodiversity conservation in the West Indies, according to conservation organizations such as the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and The Nature Conservancy (TNC). Two percent of the world flora is located in Cuba; if compared to the other Caribbean islands, Cuba has the highest number of plants and animals as well as the highest endemism degrees. For some groups, endemism reaches figures of 94% (terrestrial mollusks, 1 381 sp.), 93.4% (amphibians, 43 taxa), 82.5% (myriapods, 104 sp.), 75.2% (reptiles, 91 taxa), 52% (arachnids, 677 sp.), 51% (spermatophytic plants, 3 233 sp.), 40% (mammals, 15 taxa). According to WCMC (1992), Cuba ranks first among insular ecosystems when regarding endemic plants, eleventh at world level concerning endemic reptiles, and twenty-second at world level with regard to higher reptiles. Likewise, this Caribbean island holds records such as the world smallest bat (*Natalus lepidus* 2-3 gr.), the world smallest frog (*Eleuterodactilus iberia*, < 11 mm), the world smallest bird (*Mellisuga helenae*, 63 mm), and the world smallest scorpion (male) (*Microtityus fundorai*, 10 mm); one of the biggest insectivorous mammals (*Solenodon cubanus*, > 582 mm) can be found here too. An important part of the aforementioned biodiversity is represented in Alejandro de Humboldt National Park.

This Park constitutes the most important strictly protected area in Cuba as far as biodiversity is concerned. Not only does this area have the highest richness and endemism in the country but it is also the representative of the widest remnant of well-preserved mountainous ecosystems in Cuba. Basic and ultrabasic igneous rocks (transformed remnants from ancient oceanic crusts) from the Cretaceous period are predominant here, they emerged continuously more than 40 million years ago and are some of the oldest evolutionary massifs in the Caribbean.

On these formations we can find the highest and oldest elongated, plain systems of plateaus and watersheds in the Caribbean region, with large weathering crusts and karstic (or pseudokarstic) phenomena on peridotites that constitute unique elements (development of
dolines, endorheic basins, caves, karren, etc.) at national level and are uncommon — even on other lithologies — at world level.

Located in Alejandro de Humboldt National Park is the limestone block of Farallones de Moa, a geological and biogeographic “island” composed of carbonated rocks among serpentines and peridotites. Here is the karstic system of Farallones de Moa Great Cavern, one of the five natural sites regarded as national monuments and one of the major cave systems in eastern Cuba.

The altitudes range from –220 m to 1 175 m above sea level (El Toldo Peak); therefore, mountains, tablelands, rivers, plains, purse-shaped bays, coral reefs, and keys are included within the Park. In this Park, the altitude variation making the weather in the region be azonal (closer to equatorial types), the vigor of the relief, and the forest coverage account for the existence of the cleanest and most flowing rivers of Cuba, some of them are: Toa-Jaguaní, Duaba, Jiguaní, Nibujón, and Moa.

According to the evidence found by specialists, this region was not disturbed much by the climate changes that took place during the glaciations of the Quaternary period; therefore, the area constituted a refuge for the Antillean biota. The aforementioned facts, the antiquity and relative stability of this region together with the relief complexity, the predominant lithologies and the huge variations in rainwater have determined the great variety of habitats and microhabitats where the most diverse animal and plant species have originated and accumulated along millions of years.

Because of its richness in species, ecosystems and landscapes, this region is the main center of diversity and diversification of the Antillean biota and one of the most important ones of the world, its influence goes as far as southern North America.

Not only are the values enclosed by this region part of the national heritage, but they are part of the world heritage as well.

**Flora values**

Alejandro de Humboldt National Park is considered the least explored area of Cuba, since there are still locations where a collection has never been made and the ones that have been made are preliminary in many cases. This Park shelters 905 flora endemic species, almost 30% of the ones reported for Cuba. Of this total figure, 343 species live exclusively in this region, and in some cases they have been spotted in one location that does not exceed some dozens of square feet. These figures do not represent the total amount of possible endemic species as some specimens collected by specialists remain to be classified. This territory has the highest plant diversity of the Cuban archipelago and the Insular Caribbean; besides, it is one of the most flora-endemism-sheltering regions in the earth as well as one of the regions with more endemism density per hectare.

Among these endemic species, there are botanical jewels from which we can mention five carnivore species — one of them is the only Cuban epiphyte (Pinguicula lignicola) — and two species of the genera Podocarpus and Dracaena that belong to the most primitive plant
groups in the plant realm. According to recent collections made in this region, five new species to science have been found, one of them being a pine. A species of the genus Buxus (reported as extinct) was found here too.

The plant endemism identified in representative areas of this massif (classical endemism centers of this region such as El Toldo, Alto de Iberia, Cupeyal del Norte, etc.) reaches from 70-80%, which is the highest percent in the region and one of the highest in the world.

Though it is not complete nor does it include the new reports, the flora list of the protected area database existing at the National Center of Protected Areas (CNAP) provides a figure of 1 302 spermatophytes, which accounts for 69% of endemism, and 145 species of pteridophytes. Recently made estimates (CNAP, 1998) indicate that the amount of flowered plant species may reach from 1 800-2 000 taxa.

There are 28 plant formations defined for Cuba (New National Atlas of Cuba, 1992), 16 of them can be found at Alejandro de Humboldt National Park: 3 Cuban rain forests (the low-altitude rain forest, the submontane rain forest, and the montane rain forest), the low cloud forest (sclerophyllous rain forest), the xeromorphic sub-thorny shrub on serpentine, the pine wood of Pinus cubensis, the mesophyllous evergreen forest, the semideciduous forest, the river-rain forest, the microphyllous evergreen forest, the coastal xeromorphic shrub, the xeromorphic thorny shrub on serpentine, the mangrove forest, and the vegetation complexes on knolls and on sandy, rocky coasts. Such a diversity in formations (ecosystems) does not exist in any other strictly protected area in Cuba.

The main vegetation types (by extension and endemism) are the woodlands, which are represented here by all their Cuban variants and reach their climax with the low-altitude rain forest; the pine woods; and the xeromorphic sub-thorny shrubs on serpentine. Rain forests in this area are part of the boreal limit of the American woodlands, and the plant endemism percent of xeromorphic shrubs is the highest one in the West Indies (80%) and one of the highest ones of the world as far as plant formation is concerned. Woodlands in this region — specially those at low altitude that exist in only a few places besides this Park — and sclerophyllous woodlands are the most developed forests in Cuba (due to size of their trees, strata and species) and the most extensive and well-preserved representatives of these types of plant formations.

**Fauna values**

The fact that the evolutionary processes of flora, the geological history, the lithologies, the antiquity, etc. favored fauna species evolution should be taken into account. Because of its abundance, diversity and endemism, fauna in this region is the richest one in Cuba. Among the most important vertebrate species we can mention the Ivory Billed Woodpecker (Campephillus principalis bairdi), a local generic endemic relic that is very threatened (if not extinct) as the other subspecies existing in North America and Mexico are already extinct; the Cuban Kite (Chondrohierax wilsoni), an endemic species whose populations have been so reduced that maybe just a few couples remain; and the Cuban Solenodon (Solenodon cubanus), a nocturnal living fossil that is threatened and can be found only very rarely and in the most natural sites of this Park. These three species are practically present
only in this region and they constitute charismatic species that have been the subject of attention of international bodies on behalf of their protection and conservation (Birdlife International – CIPA; World Wildlife Fund – WWF; International Union for the Conservation of Nature – IUCN; etc.) Forests in this region are also important refuges for many endemic, resident and migratory bird species, and there are significant populations of parrots (*Amazona leucocephala* l.), and parakeets (*Aratinga euops*), which are species considered as extinction-threatened. In the Park marine area, we can find a significant colony of caribbean manatees (*Trichechus manatus m.*). All the Cuban records, except that of the scorpion (*Microtityus fundorai*) can be found in this Park. As to the frog (*Eleuterodactilus iberia*), considered the smallest frog in the world, its distribution is restricted to only some locations in the Park.

Another example of the fauna richness are reptiles, which have their highest Cuban center of diversity and diversification in this region, as 45 taxa (37% of Cuban taxa) have been collected here. Concerning Anolis, 3 new species have been described recently. The genus *Eleutherodactylus* stands out in the amphibian group, this genus has 97.4% of endemism here and 2 new species collected in the area are in the process of description. Besides, *Gambusia punctata*, one of the few Cuban endemic freshwater fish, can be found in this zone. The basin of Toa River and its tributaries constitute the largest reservoir of *Cyclasoma ramsdeni*, a freshwater fish that is endemic too and whose distribution is restricted to eastern Cuba.

There are most valuable representatives of the invertebrate fauna such as the species of the mollusks *Polimyta picta, Xenopoma bexidersoni, Caracolus sagemon, Corida purpuragula*, and *C. uba*. According to specialists, there are at least 50 species of this group, some of them are still to be described. Other important species are the scorpions *Centruroides anchorellus* and *Rhopalurus junceus*, both have biomedical and conservation importance. The number of insects and other invertebrate groups is so high that it is not possible to make preliminary estimates. In the forests of this area, there are many species of arachnids, crustaceans and insects that are new to science, the waters shelter 9 freshwater shrimp species (47% of Cuban species) and an undetermined number of other invertebrates. The ant fauna has approximately 50% of endemism (very high for this insect group).

The previous data are being constantly enlarged as a result of recent expeditions to the area. The preliminary analysis to classify the collection brought by the first of these expeditions resulted in 37 new species out of 218 that were analyzed, the most outstanding groups being the reptiles, with 3 new species out of 5 analyzed (60%); the amphibians, with 2 out of 7 (29%); and the arachnids, with 17 out of 61 (28%) -- in the case of opilionids, 6 new species were found out of 6 that were analyzed, for a 100%. As to crustaceans, 3 out of 12 species are new, representing 25%. Moreover, a new genus and 2 new reports for Cuba have been found among arachnids. Some groups of this collection are still left to be classified while some dubious species of the already classified groups could be new to science too. Though the data of the other expeditions are not known yet, it is known that the figures of new species have remained high.

Though not complete, mainly concerning invertebrates, the lists of the database at the National Center of Protected Areas provide figures of 21 amphibian taxa (95.8% of
endemism and 45.6% of the species of this group for Cuba), 45 reptile taxa (83.3% of endemism and 37% of the species of this group for Cuba), 10 mammal taxa (30% of endemism), 95 bird taxa (21% of endemism), 191 insect species (27.7% of endemism), and 59 arachnid species.

Other outstanding natural values

The main constituent rocks of this Park, serpentines and peridotites, are remnants of ancient oceanic crusts (ophitic basal complex), main witnesses of the evolution of the Cuban geosynclinal through island arcs. These rocks have remained above sea level for at least 40 million years. Such types of rock and the time they have been above sea level are responsible for the considerable biodiversity values that this region encloses nowadays.

Likewise, on certain areas of this Park, the most singular exponents of a pseudokarstic relief on ultrabasic rocks have developed. This relief is not repeated, at least at national level, except in some units of the mountainous mesoregion of Nipe Sagua Baracoa. According to A. R. Magaz (1997), during the past 350,000 years the tendency of relief evolution has brought about the formation of pseudokarst on the most elevated surfaces of some of the Park tablelands; these surfaces had a superficial (fluvial) drainage that became superficial-underground and underground (fluvial-karstic and karstic), with the subsequent formation of karren, dolines, swallow-holes, caves, karstic funnels, and endorheic basins. These phenomena are widely spread in El Toldo and Iberia plateau, the latter one is famous for its flooded dolines (lagoons).

b) History and Development

Alejandro de Humboldt National Park has historically been a poorly used territory. Only an archeological site from the Pre-Columbian period is known in the Park, the archeological site is located in the coastal zone (Aguas Verdes). Later on, during the XVIII and XIX Centuries, some peripheral places of the Park were used as shelter sites (Palenques) by the runaway slaves.

At the beginning and the middle of the XX Century, there was certain assimilation of the territory in the valleys of the coastal area in order to raise coconut and cacao. In the zone of La Melba, during this period there was a development of human activity linked to chromium underground mining and mining exploitation in general, this human activity, in turn, propitiated the establishment of a town, with the subsequent development of small farms for self-consumption around the town.

Likewise, during the 40´s and the 50´s there was a development of farms in the Toa and Jaguaní riverbanks for the purpose of timber extraction and crops, the farms were left at the end of the 50´s due to difficulties to get access and the poor crops.

During the 60-70´s there was some timber exploitation in the pine woods of the area of Ojito de Agua, this exploitation stopped definitely in mid-80´s as a result of the declaration of the area as a Fauna Refuge.
c) Type and date of the recent available documents about the good

All the recent information about this area has been gathered both in databases located at the National Center of Protected Areas and in unpublished reports of works that have been carried out during the last two years in order to create and manage this National Park. Practically all this information is synthesized in the Operational Plan (unpublished) for the National Park.

c) Current conservation status

The territory of Alejandro de Humboldt National Park is the largest block of preserved mountainous ecosystems in Cuba and the second one concerning ecosystems above sea level (only Zapata Swamp National Park -- which is composed mostly of wetland ecosystems -- surpasses it). More than 80% of the territory in this Park is totally natural, this percent increases to more than 90% if we consider those sites where primary ecosystems are predominant or have been in a recovery phase for more than 40 years.

The anthropically influenced sites are located in the coastal valley of Santa María and Nibujón rivers and in the vicinity of La Melba town, where there are small population cores that are engaged in agriculture. Likewise, there is an old system of cross paths for mining exploitation in the Piloto Tableland. Most other anthropically influenced territories of the Park have been in the process of recovery for 40-50 years. This makes this Park the most extensive preserved mountainous block in Cuba, where sclerophyllous rain forests and submontane rain forests reach their highest extension, splendor and conservation degree.

d) Policies and programs relating to assessing and promoting the good

Alejandro de Humboldt National Park is one of the first-priority areas for the National Environmental Strategy and the National Strategies for Biodiversity, Protected Areas and Environmental Education, so actions drawing upon these steering documents are implemented in this Park.

3. MANAGEMENT

a) Right of ownership

The Cuban State, represented by the Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment (CITMA), located at the National Capitol, Havana City, Cuba.

b) Juridical status

The whole territory of the Park is included in Cuchillas del Toa Biosphere Reserve, which was so declared by UNESCO in 1987. Both territories, in turn, are included in Nipe – Sagua – Baracoa Special Region for Sustainable Development (Multiple-Use Protected Area), which was so declared by Decree 197/95. Alejandro de Humboldt National Park has also been so declared by the authorities of Guantánamo province.
Originally, part of the Park was declared as two Natural Reserves (Jaguaní and Cupeyal del Norte, Regulation 412 of 1963 by the National Institute of Agrarian Reform) and a Fauna Refuge (Ojito de Agua, Regulation 372 of 1991 by the Ministry of Agriculture, MINAG). After the passing of the Fauna Refuge from MINAG to CITMA (Regulation 454 of 1996 by MINAG), the territory comprising the two Natural Reserves and the Fauna Refuge was unified as a CITMA’s administrative unit managed as a National Park under the name of Alejandro de Humboldt (Regulation 117 of 1996 by CITMA).

The remaining territory of this Park (communication among the already existing sections and the way out to the coast) that belongs to the Ministry of Agriculture is in the process of a technical delimitation (refining and description of limits) that draws upon the criterion that this Park is the core area of Cuchillas del Toa Biosphere Reserve (Annex 2).

c) Protection measures and ways to use them

The aforementioned legal bodies, the Law on Environment, the Decree-Law on Forest Heritage and Wild Fauna (136/93), and the Regulations for the Realization and Approval of Environmental Impact Assessments and for the State Environmental Inspection (168/95) provide the legal framework to protect the zone. Effective protection of this National Park is feasible since all this area is included in a Biosphere Reserve coordinated by the Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment, and this ministry has the tenancy of the portion of the Park that has been approved. There is a protection structure consisting of a main administration center (Guantánamo), two secondary centers (Piedra La Vela and Baracoa) and several posts (Taco, Cupeyal del Norte, La Melba, Farallones de Moa) that employ 60 people including forest guards, professionals and workers to guarantee the protection and management of this Park. Means and resources to manage this area are insufficient and allow only for general activities for protection, environmental education in some communities, basic research and environmental interpretation.

d) Body in charge of management

The Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment (CITMA).

e) Scales at which management is made and address of the responsible contact person

National:

CITMA, Minister of Science, Technology and Environment; Dr. Rosa Elena Simeón Negrín
CITMA, Deputy Minister of Science, Technology and Environment; Ricardo Sánchez Sosa
CITMA, President of the Environment Agency; Fabio Fajardo Moros
CITMA, National Center of Protected Areas; Director, Lic. Antonio Perera Puga
Ministry of Culture, National Council for Cultural Heritage; Lic. Marta Arjona Pérez
f) Plans adopted in relation to the good

There is an operational plan to guarantee the short-term management of the area, this plan is being applied in general, with some restraints concerning resources and equipment. The operational plan includes all management types to be carried out in the area, the main studies, and the necessary steps to carry out the Management Plan for this National Park.

g) Resources and financing levels

The area has national financing amounting to approximately 300 000 pesos a year, it was recently supported by external financing from the German NGO Oro Verde and the German Official Collaboration Agency (GTZ) that amounted to 16 000 USD, this external financing has already finalized. Other minor aids to specific programs have been received from the British NGO Save the Children and the Cuban NGO Cubasolar. From these contributions, it is worth mentioning a pick-up, two solar cell systems to provide electricity to the administration and management centers within the Park, and the facilities existing in the Park. Generally speaking, there is a serious shortage of resources and equipment.

h) Strong and weak points regarding conservation and management techniques

The technical staff of the Park has been partially trained through national courses on planning and management of protected areas. In a general way, the staff is young. The weakest point is lack of resources, means and equipment to perform work.

i) Arrangement and statistics per visitor

Practically all visitors to the Park are local people or researchers who are performing work functions. National or international ecotourism is incipient in this area. In order to develop the Park, two small visitor centers, accommodation facilities and camping sites, a self-guided interpretive trail, and several trails have been made, and guides have been prepared too. The coastal zone of the Park is crossed by a road that is used quite frequently by foreign tourists as a pathway.
j) **Management plan for the good, and exposition of the objectives**

What follows is the management types for this area that have been set up in the operational plan and come from the general management types established for this management category in Cuba:

a) Preserving biodiversity and ecological stability as well as the factors influencing the regulation of the environment;

b) Preserving representative examples of physical-geographical regions, biotic communities, genetic resources and species in their natural status; allowing their natural evolution; and guaranteeing conservation of biological diversity;

c) Promoting respect for the ecological, geomorphologic, cultural or aesthetic attributes that have justified the designation;

d) Meeting the needs of autochthonous populations, including the rational use of natural resources, and guaranteeing that this does not affect the management objects adversely;

e) Providing opportunities for recreation and tourism in a natural environment, and conjugating all this with public education in the sense of interpreting nature and history for their knowledge, appraisal, and enjoyment;

f) Protecting and putting the cultural, historical and archeological values at public disposal and for research purposes as elements of the nation’s cultural heritage;

g) Protecting, managing, and fostering natural and scenery resources for spiritual, scientific, educational, recreational and tourist purposes in order to guarantee the preservation of these values at such a level that allows to keep the area in its natural status.

The management plan for the area is under way and takes the aforementioned general objectives as a starting point.

k) **Number of people employed**

Professionals: 12  
Technicians: 24  
Workers: 18  
Service workers: 6

4. **FACTORS AFFECTING THE GOOD**

a) **Pressures arising from development**

Since the 50’s, several sections of the Park have been regarded as having high potentialities due to the minerals existing there, which are part of what are considered to be the biggest
deposits of iron, nickel and cobalt in the world. Therefore, there are some old cross paths within the Park for the purpose of exploration and geological research. The total establishment of the National Park and these mining interests are in the process of making them compatible.

There have been hydropower plans for a small section of the Park, but they do not affect it nowadays, at least, not directly. The presence of the National Park is being taken into account in these plans.

Also, there have been strong forest interests within the Park, there are even some small extractions in the zone of La Melba. The restart of one of the main extraction plans was paralyzed in the year 1986 when specimens of the ivory billed woodpecker (Campephilus principalis bairdi) were discovered and Ojito de Agua Fauna Refuge – a current section of the Park – was established. Forest interests are in the process of making them compatible with the total implementation of the Park.

Self-consumption productions by local settlers in the neighborhood of towns are generally considered socioeconomic or restoration areas in the zoning that has been anticipated for the Park, while management programs are carried out in these areas in order to diminish their impact and turn them sustainable and stable productions.

b) Disturbances related to the environment

These disturbances are minimal as the Park is natural and scarcely populated and most of its areas occupy high and medium basins of much water-carrying rivers. There are small focuses of domestic organic pollution due to the human presence in the populated spots.

c) Natural disasters and previous planning

Hurricanes are the most potential dangers to the Park, this fact has been anticipated in evacuation and rescue plans. Fires and earthquakes are scarce and their magnitude is low.

d) Disturbances related to the flow of visitors and tourism

There is no disturbance because there is practically no flow of visitors.

e) Number of inhabitants living within the Park and the buffer zone

The population of this area is composed of about 2 000 people concentrated mainly in the coastal zone. Within the Park, the largest settlement is that of La Melba, with about 400 inhabitants. The population of the buffer zone is estimated in around 4 000 people.

7. DOCUMENTATION

a) Photos, slides, films, and videos

Photos, slides, and a film about the Park are attached.
c) Bibliography


- Colectivo de Autores (1997): Plan Operativo del Parque Nacional Alejandro de Humboldt. Inédito


• Magaz, A.R. (1997): Factibilidad de la minería superficial y medidas generales de protección y recuperación medioambientales desde el punto de vista de las condiciones geomorfológicas. Inédito


d) Address where inventories, files and archives are kept

 Centro Nacional de Areas Protegidas (CNAP). Calle 41 A # 4114, Playa, Ciudad de la Habana, Cuba.
 Fax: 240798     E-mail: cnapt@cidea.unepnet.inf.cu
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PARQUE NACIONAL ALEJANDRO DE HUMBOLDT. SITUACIÓN ACTUAL (MAYO 2001) PARA LA RECONSIDERACION DE SU PROPUESTA COMO SITIO DE PATRIMONIO MUNDIAL.

El Parque Nacional Alejandro de Humboldt luego de un proceso de compatibilización fue aprobado por el acuerdo 3880 del Comité Ejecutivo del Consejo de Ministros de la república de Cuba del 2 de febrero del 2001 como Parque Nacional, con los límites que se anexan.

La situación en el Parque con respecto a la minería es la siguiente:

En el interior del Parque, la actividad minera se inicio en los años 40 con la prospección de yacimientos ferroniquelíferos y de cromitas y con la explotación de pequeñas minas de cromo que provocaron el surgimiento del poblado de La Melba. Luego de la segunda Guerra Mundial casi todas fueron abandonadas excepto dos: la primera en la propia Melba, ya agotada y cerrada en la actualidad y la segunda, en las inmediaciones, en la zona de la Mercedita, que aún funciona como tal y que constituye una base económica importante para el poblado por su carácter de fuente de empleo y por su responsabilidad en el mantenimiento del vial Melba-Moa, única vía de comunicación para esa comunidad.

La actividad minera de extracción como tal no afecta al área ya que es una mina vieja, subterránea, con toda su infraestructura ya construida.

Fuera del parque, aguas abajo, se localiza la zona minera de Moa.

La situación con respecto a la obtención de recursos adicionales para el manejo del parque es la siguiente:


Además, el Parque Nac. Alejandro de Humboldt es una de las 7 áreas demostrativas del Proyecto GEF-PNUD Fortalecimiento del Sistema Nacional de Areas Protegidas de Cuba cuyo PDF B fue aprobado el pasado mes de enero y está en ejecución.

Anexo 1: Derroteros:

1. El Parque Nacional Alejandro de Humboldt comprende una superficie de 71 140 ha (68 890 ha terrestres y 2250 ha marinas) en los municipios Baracoa y Yateras de la provincia Guantánamo y Moa y Sagua de la provincia Holguín.

2. Los límites de esta área se corresponden con la siguiente descripción, dada en coordenadas planas rectangulares de la proyección Cuba Sur:
Partiendo del punto 728800 E, 208500 N, en el mar a un 1 Km al NNE de la desembocadura del río Nibujón, tomando al NO por la línea virtual paralela a la costa pasando por 725100 E, 210550 N hasta el punto ubicado en la coordenada 719900 E, 217 700 N. De este punto continúa en dirección SO hacia la costa hasta el punto 719 050 E, 216 950 N, siguiendo por la línea de costa pasando por 718350 E, 217050 N hasta 717750 E, 216900 N en la desembocadura del arroyo de Cañete y de este punto por el arroyo aguas arriba hasta 715300 E, 215300 N donde tuerce al SSE por el límite entre los charrales y bosques pasando por el punto 716100 E, 214 000 N hasta su intersección con el río Yamaniguey en 716700 E, 213500 N, en este punto toma por el camino al S aguas arriba hasta el alto en 717000 E, 211700 N para proseguir por un parteaguas al S hasta la intersección con el río Jiguaní en 717000 E, 209700 N el cual toma aguas arriba hasta 710200 E, 208500 N, donde sube hasta el borde de la meseta 709400 E, 209500 N tomando al N hasta 709200 E, 210600 N y tuerce al O hasta una cabezada de un afluente del río Cayoguam en 708100 E, 210000 N el cual toma primero aguas abajo hasta su intersección con el cauce principal en 705800 E, 212300 N el cual sigue aguas arriba hasta 702700 E, 209500 N donde tuerce al O hasta su intersección con los charrales en la cota 900 m (701700 E, 209200 N) la cual toma en sentido antihorario, primero al N y luego al S hasta su intersección con el camino a Moa en 700850 E, 210000 N, siguiendo al SO hasta interseccionar la vieja trocha minera en 699400 E, 206700 N la cual toma al O hasta su intersección con el nacimiento de un afluente del río Calentura en 697500 E, 206700 N por donde sigue aguas abajo hasta su intersección con el río Calentura, el cual cruza para proseguir hacia el O por un parteaguas hasta el alto en 693200 E, 207000 N bajando con rumbo O por un afluente del río Moa hasta su intersección con otro afluente en 689000 E, 207400 N el cual toma aguas arriba hasta 688500 E, 206800 N subiendo hacia el firme de Dos Ventanas en 687300 E, 207000 N el cual toma al NO hasta 685300 E, 209400 N cogiendo una cabezada del río Castro, prosiguiendo aguas abajo hasta 676900 E, 208400 N continuando por el arroyo que ahí desemboca aguas arriba hasta su nacimiento en 676500 E, 205700 N siguiendo por el firme hasta interseccionar el parteaguas y el camino viejo de Cuyepal del Norte a Majagual en 676200 E, 205500 N, tomando el parteaguas al SE hasta Cuypeyal del Norte en 665500 E, 199800 N donde tuerce al S por el parteaguas hasta 685200 E, 198500 N girando al NE para tomar una cabezada del Toa, la cual sigue hasta 689600 E, 198000 N donde asciende al borde de la ladera O del cañón del río Toa en 689500 E, 198000 N tomando al Sur por una línea recta virtual hasta otro afluente del río Toa en 689500 E, 196800 N el cual sigue aguas arriba hasta su intersección con el camino viejo a la Munición en 687000 E, 195300 N tomando al SE hasta 688300 E, 193100 N en donde tuerce al NE por el parteaguas del borde de la meseta para salir al río Toa en 691300 E, 196000 N siguiendo aguas abajo hasta 696100 E, 195000 N donde continúa al NE por un camino hasta salir al camino que va de Ojito de Agua a Río en 698000 E, 196200 N el cual gira al SE hasta 699000 E, 195400 N donde continúa por otro camino con similar rumbo hasta el río Ceremonia en 700700 E, 195500 N
siguiendo aguas arriba hasta 703300 E, 193900 N por donde coge el camino que sube al parteaguas principal en 704500 E, 194400 N y toma con rumbo E hasta 709600 E, 195600 N a partir del cual prosigue por la cabezada del río Los Lirios en 710100 E, 192800 N y toma aguas abajo hasta 718000 E, 195300 N girando al E y atravesando el parteaguas salir al río Jaguaní en 720200 E, 195600 N el cual prosigue aguas abajo hasta su intersección con el río Toa en 722900 E, 193200 N donde toma por el parteaguas S del río Jaguaní hasta el alto en 724500 E, 190600 N descendiendo por el mismo hasta la intersección del río Jaguaní con el río Naranjo en 727800 E, 192600 N el cual asciende por el parteaguas hasta el alto en 129000 E, 196600 N siguiendo por el mismo hasta el borde de la meseta pasando por los puntos 728300 E, 196900 N; 728700 E, 197800 N; 727400 E, 198100 N; 727300 E, 199100 N; 726000 E, 198600 N; 726000 E, 200000 N; 727400 E, 210200 N; 727800 E, 203100 N; 728300 E, 204500 N el cual sigue aguas abajo hasta su desembocadura en 728050 E, 207700 N prosiguiendo al NNE por la línea recta virtual en el mar hasta 728800 E, 208500 N, punto inicial de este derrotero.

3. A los efectos de controlar adecuadamente las acciones que puedan repercutir negativamente sobre esta área protegida se establece una Zona de Amortiguamiento que comprende los 500 m a partir del límite externo del área y que se indica en el Anexo Cartográfico.
Regional Location
Alejandro de Humboldt National Park
Ciudad de la Habana, 18 de junio de 1998

Sr. Bernd von Droste
Director del Centro de Patrimonio Mundial
UNESCO
7, Place Fontenoy, Paris

Estimado Director:

Con la presente le adjunto los expedientes siguientes con el fin de que sean analizados para aspirar a la inclusión en la Lista de Patrimonio Mundial.

Propuesta como Patrimonio Natural.

1. Parque Nacional Alejandro de Humboldt

2. Sistema de terrazas marinas de Cabo Cruz y Maisí.

Propuesta como Paisaje Cultural.

1. Valle de Viñales, Pinar del Río.

Reciba mi reconocimiento por su atención y mis saludos cordiales.

[Sellos y firmas]
Marta Arjona Pérez
Presidenta
Consejo Nacional de Patrimonio Cultural
Ministerio de Cultura
República de Cuba
Dear Madam,

Nomination of Alejandro de Humboldt National Park (N 839 Rev)

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 18 June 1998 in reference to the nomination of Alejandro de Humboldt National Park (Cuba) for the World Heritage List.

I am pleased to inform you that the file has been registered at the World Heritage Centre under number 839 Rev.

The site will be evaluated by the appropriate Advisory Body of the World Heritage Committee, the World Conservation Union (IUCN), who will present its recommendations to the Bureau of the World Heritage Committee at its twenty-third session in June/July 1999.

We have received the nomination dossiers and accompanying documentation in three copies. However, we did not receive some of the supporting material. We would be pleased if you could provide us with two more sets of slides and a photo authorisation form, in three copies. In addition, we need a more detailed explanation on how the protected laws are being implemented, as well as a more detailed Management Plan of the site (in three copies).

If during the evaluation process additional documentation or information would be required, we will inform you immediately.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
Bernd von Droste
Director
UNESCO World Heritage Centre

cc. Permanent Delegation of Cuba to UNESCO
IUCN - ICOMOS - SC/ECO
National Commission of Cuba for UNESCO (Fax: 53 7 31 3123)
PARQUE NACIONAL ALEJANDRO DE HUMBOLDT. SITUACIÓN ACTUAL (MAYO 2001) PARA LA RECONSIDERACIÓN DE SU PROPUESTA COMO SITIO DE PATRIMONIO MUNDIAL.

El Parque Nacional Alejandro de Humboldt luego de un proceso de compatibilización fue aprobado por el acuerdo 3880 del Comité Ejecutivo del Consejo de Ministros de la república de Cuba del 2 de febrero del 2001 como Parque Nacional, con los límites que se anexan.

La situación en el Parque con respecto a la minería es la siguiente:

En el interior del Parque, la actividad minera se inició en los años 40 con la prospección de yacimientos férreos en el Cerro y con la explotación de pequeñas minas de cromita que provocaron el surgimiento del poblado de Melba. Luego de la segunda Guerra Mundial casi todas fueron abandonadas excepto dos: la primera en la propia Melba, ya agotada y cerrada en la actualidad y la segunda, en las inmediaciones, en la zona de la Mercedita, que aún funciona como tal y que constituye una base económica importante para el poblado por su carácter de fuente de empleo y por su responsabilidad en el mantenimiento del vial Melba-Moa, única vía de comunicación para esa comunidad.

La actividad minera de extracción como tal no afecta al área ya que es una mina vieja, subterránea, con toda su infraestructura ya construida.

Fuera del parque, aguas abajo, se localiza la zona minera de Moa.

La situación con respecto a la obtención de recursos adicionales para el manejo del parque es la siguiente:


Además, el Parque Nac. Alejandro de Humboldt es una de las 7 áreas demostrativas del Proyecto GEF-PNUD Fortalecimiento del Sistema Nacional de Areas Protegidas de Cuba cuyo PDF B fue aprobado el pasado mes de enero y está en ejecución.

Anexo 1: Derroteros:

1. El Parque Nacional Alejandro de Humboldt comprende una superficie de 71 14C ha (68 890 ha terrestres y 2 250 ha marinas) en los municipios Baracoa y Yateras de la provincia Guantánamo y Moa y Sagua de la provincia Holguín.

2. Los límites de esta área se corresponden con la siguiente descripción, dada en coordenadas planas rectangulares de la proyección Cuba Sur:
Partiendo del punto 728800 E, 208500 N, er, el mar a un 1 Km al NNE de la desembocadura del río Nibujón, tomando al NO por la línea virtual paralela a la costa pasando por 725100 E, 210550 N hasta el punto ubicado en la coordenada 719900 E, 217 700 N. De este punto continúa en dirección SO hacia la costa hasta el punto 719 050 E, 216 990 N, siguiendo por la línea de costa pasando por 718350 E, 217050 N hasta 717750 E, 216 990 N. La desembocadura del arroyo de Cañete y de este punto por el arroyo aguas arriba hasta 715300 E, 215300 N donde tuerce al SSE por el límite entre los charrascos y bosques pasando por el punto 716100 E, 214 000 N hasta su intersección con el río Yamaniguey en 716700 E, 213500 N, en este punto toma por el camino al S aguas arriba hasta el alto en 717000 E, 211700 N para proseguir por un parteaguas al S hasta la intersección con el río Jiguani en 717000 E, 209700 N el cual toma aguas arriba hasta 717020 E, 206800 N, donde sube hasta el borde de la meseta 709400 E, 209500 N tomando al N hasta 709200 E, 210600 N y tuerce al O hasta una cabezada de un afluente del río Cayougiam en 708100 E, 210000 N el cual toma primero aguas abajo hasta su intersección con el cauce principal en 705800 E, 212600 N el cual sigue aguas arriba hasta 702700 E, 208500 N donde tuerce al O hasta su intersección con los charrascos en la cota 900 m (701700 E, 209200 N) la cual toma en sentido antihorario, primero al N y luego al S hasta su intersección con el camino a Moa en 700850 E, 210000 N, siguiendo al SO hasta intersectar la vieja táoba minera en 698400 E, 206700 N la cual toma al O hasta su intersección con el nacimiento de un afluente del río Calentura en 697500 E, 206700 N por donde sigue aguas abajo hasta su intersección con el río Calentura, el cual cruza para proseguir hacia el O por un parteaguas hasta el alto en 693200 E, 207000 N bajando con rumbo O por un afluente del río Moa hasta su intersección con otro afluente en 689000 E, 207400 N el cual toma aguas arriba hasta 688500 E, 208500 N subiendo hacia el firme de Dos Ventanas en 687900 E, 207000 N el cual toma al NO hasta 685300 E, 209400 N cogiendo una cabezada del río Castro, prosiguiendo aguas abajo hasta 676900 E, 208400 N continuando por el arroyo que ahí desemboca aguas arriba hasta su nacimiento en 676500 E, 205700 N siguiendo por el firme hasta intersectar el parteaguas y el camino viejo de Cupeyal del Norte a Majaquen en 676200 E, 206500 N, tomando el parteaguas al SE hasta Cupeyal del Norte en 685500 E, 199800 N donde tuerce al S por el parteaguas hasta 685200 E, 198500 N girando al NE para tomar una cabezada del Toa, la cual sigue hasta 688600 E, 198500 N donde desciende al borde de la ladera O del cañón del río Toa en 688500 E, 198000 N tomando al Sur por una línea recta virtual hasta otro afluente del río Toa en 689500 E, 198500 N el cual sigue aguas arriba hasta su intersección con el camino viejo hacia la Munición en 687500 E, 195300 N tomando al SE hasta 688300 E, 193100 N en donde tuerce al NE por el parteaguas del borde de la meseta para salir el río Toa en 691300 E, 196000 N siguiendo aguas abajo hasta 696100 E, 195000 N donde continua al NE por un camino hasta salir al camino que va de Ojo de Agua a Río en 698000 E, 198200 N el cual gira al SE hasta 699000 E, 195400 N donde continua por otro camino con similar rumbo hasta el río Ceremonia en 700700 E, 195500 N
siguiendo aguas arriba hasta 703200 E, 193900 N por donde coge el camino que sube al parteaguas principal en 704500 E, 194400 N y toma con rumbo E hasta 709600 E, 193700 N a partir del cual prosigue por la cabezada del río Los Lirios en 710100 E, 192500 N y toma aguas abajo hasta 718000 E, 195300 N girando al E y atravesando el parteaguas salir al río Jaguani en 720200 E, 195600 N el cual prosigue aguas abajo hasta su intersección con el río Tóa en 722900 E, 193200 N donde toma por el parteaguas S del río Jaguani hasta el alto en 724500 E, 190600 N descendiendo por el mismo hasta la intersección del río Jaguani con el río Naranjo en 727800 E, 192600 N el cual asciende por el parteaguas hasta el alto en 129000 E, 196600 N siguiendo por el mismo hasta el borde de la meseta pasando por los puntos 728300 E, 196900 N; 728700 E, 197800 N; 727400 E, 198100 N; 727900 E, 199100 N; 726600 E, 198600 N; 726000 E, 230000 N; 727400 E, 210200 N; 727800 E, 203100 N, tomando por el parteaguas hasta interseccionar el río Nebulón en 726300 E, 204500 N el cual sigue aguas abajo hasta su desembocadura en 728050 E, 207700 N prosiguiendo al NNE por la línea recta virtual en el mar hasta 728800 E, 208500 N, punto inicial de este ramal.

3. A los efectos de controlar adecuadamente las acciones que puedan repercutir negativamente sobre esta área protegida se establece una Zona de Amortiguamiento que comprende los 500 m a partir del límite externo del área y que se indica en el Anexo Cartográfico.
Background note: The IUCN technical evaluation of Alejandro de Humboldt National Park (AHNP), nominated by Cuba in 1999, was presented to the twenty-third session of the Bureau in July 1999. Based on IUCN’s advice the Bureau adopted the following recommendation:

“The Bureau noted that Alejandro de Humboldt National Park is considered to meet natural criteria (ii) and (iv) but decided to defer the nomination to allow approval of the law expanding the Park and approval of an expanded boundary which links the currently isolated core zones. Until this law and this boundary is in place, the integrity of the site cannot be guaranteed.”

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

IUCN has received a copy of recently approved legislation (Accord No. 3880 of the Executive Committee of the Council of Ministers, 1 February 2001), which establishes a number of new protected areas as part of the development of the National Protected Areas System of Cuba. The legislation includes provisions for the expansion of AHNP. IUCN has also received a detailed map of the expanded park (see Map 1). The new boundaries link the core zones (Cupeyal-Ojito de Agua Sector and the Jaguaní Sector) which were separated from each other at the time of the 1999 nomination. The new boundaries also encompass a marine and coastal component; thus the expanded park covers a range of ecosystems from the sea to some of the highest peaks in eastern Cuba. IUCN considers that the expanded boundaries adequately respond to the Bureau’s concerns on the integrity of this site.

APPLICATION OF CRITERIA/STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Criterion (ii): Ecological processes

The size, altitudinal diversity, complex lithologies, and landform diversity of AHNP have resulted in a range of ecosystems and species unmatched in the Insular Caribbean. It was a Miocene-Pleistocene refuge site, particularly in the glacial eras, for the Caribbean biota. The fresh water rivers that flow off the peaks of the park are some of the largest in the insular Caribbean and because of this have high freshwater biological diversity. Because of the serpentine, peridotite, karst and pseudokarst geology of the region, AHNP is an excellent example of ongoing processes in the evolution of species and communities on underlying rocks that pose special challenges to plant survival.

Criterion (iv): Biodiversity and threatened species

AHNP contains the most important and significant natural habitats for in-situ conservation of terrestrial biological diversity in the entire insular Caribbean. It contains 16 of 28 plant formations defined for Cuba, the largest island in the Caribbean, which is a unique biogeographic province. It is one of the most important sites for conservation of endemic flora in the entire Western Hemisphere – nearly 70% of the 1,302 spermatophytes already described, of an estimated total of 1,800-2,000, are endemic to the park. AHNP is one of the most biologically diverse terrestrial tropical ecosystems in an island setting anywhere on earth. Endemism rates for vertebrates and invertebrates found in the park are also very high. Many of these are threatened because of their small range. Because of their uniqueness and the fact that they represent unique evolutionary processes, they are of outstanding universal value from the point of view of science and conservation.

RECOMMENDATION

That the Bureau recommend to the Committee that Alejandro de Humboldt National Park be inscribed on the World Heritage List under natural criteria (ii) and (iv). The Committee may also wish to recommend that the
State Party consider requesting Technical Assistance to finalise the management plan for this site, taking into account the conservation requirements of the extended boundaries.
CANDIDATURE AU PATRIMOINE MONDIAL - ÉVALUATION TECHNIQUE UICN
PARC NATIONAL ALEJANDRO DE HUMBOLDT (CUBA)

Note d’information : L’évaluation technique, par l’UICN, du Parc national Alejandro de Humboldt (PNAH) proposé par Cuba en 1999, a été présentée à la vingt-troisième session du Bureau, en juillet 1999. Sur avis de l’UICN, le Bureau a adopté la recommandation suivante :

«Le Bureau a noté que le Parc national Alejandro de Humboldt est considéré comme satisfaisant aux critères naturels (ii) et (iv) mais diffère la décision d’inscription en attendant l’adoption de la loi d’extension du parc et l’approbation des nouvelles limites afin de relier les zones centrales actuellement isolées. Tant que cette loi ne sera pas en vigueur et que les limites ne seront pas fixées, l’intégrité du site ne peut être garantie.»

INFORMATION SUPPLÉMENTAIRE


CHAMP D’APPLICATION DES CRITÈRES/DÉCLARATION D’IMPORTANCE

Critère (ii): processus écologiques

Les dimensions, la diversité altitudinale, les lithologies complexes et la diversité de la géomorphologie du PNAH nous donnent une gamme d’écosystèmes et d’espèces sans égal aux Antilles. Le site a été un refuge du Miocène-Pléistocène, notamment durant les éras glaciaires pour le biote antillais. Les rivières d’eau douce qui dévalent des sommets du parc sont parmi les plus grandes des îles des Antilles et, de ce fait, comptent une diversité biologique d’eau douce élevée. En raison de la présence de serpentine, de péridotite, de karst et de pseudo-karst dans la région, le PNAH est un exemple excellent de processus d’évolution en cours pour les espèces et communautés établies sur des roches sous-jacentes qui posent un défi particulier à la survie des plantes.

Critère (iv): biodiversité et espèces menacées

Le PNAH contient les habitats naturels les plus importants pour la conservation in situ de la diversité biologique terrestre de toutes les îles des Antilles. Il contient 16 des 28 formations végétales définies à Cuba, la plus grande île des Antilles, qui est une province biogéographique unique. C’est l’un des sites les plus importants pour la conservation de la flore endémique dans tout l’hémisphère occidental – près de 70% des 1302 spermatophytes déjà décrites, sur un total estimé entre 1800 et 2000, sont endémiques dans le parc. Le PNAH est un des écosystèmes terrestres insulaires et tropicaux les plus divers du monde sur le plan biologique. Le taux d’endémisme des vertébrés et des invertébrés du parc est également très élevé. Beaucoup d’entre eux sont menacés en raison de leur aire de répartition réduite. En raison de leur caractère unique et du fait qu’ils représentent des processus évolutionnaires uniques, ils ont une valeur universelle exceptionnelle pour la science et la conservation.

RECOMMANDATION

Que le Bureau recommande au Comité d’inscrire le Parc national Alejandro de Humboldt sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial au titre des critères naturels (ii) et (iv). Le Comité pourrait aussi recommander à l’État partie
d’envisager de demander une assistance technique pour finaliser le plan d’aménagement du site tenant compte des besoins de conservation qui découlent de l’agrandissement du site.
Carte 1
Parc national Alejandro de Humboldt (Cuba)